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wayne johnston is canada s roddy doyle anne marie mcdonald author of fall
down on your knees young draper doyle ryan lives in a most peculiar
household his relations proudly eccentric and passionately catholic run a
rather shabby newspaper a funeral home a convent and an orphanage when
they re not attending wakes or going to confession they re watching
hockey night in canada cheering for their beloved and catholic montreal
canadiens in their never ending jousts with the protestant toronto maple
leafs a bewildered draper doyle tries to make sense of all this but he s
plagued by the first stirrings of his own budding sexuality then there
are the sudden ghostly appearances of his recently deceased father what
is the secret behind that death he wonders and will the habs beat the
leafs and win the stanley cup canadian reviews an authentic comic genius
montreal gazette an absolute stunner achingly funny needle sharp and
packing an unexpected wallop the literary equivalent of a small budget
movie masterpiece with heart soul and brains time out sport literature is
never just about sport the genre s potential to explore the human
condition including aspects of violence gender and the body has sparked
the interest of writers readers and scholars over the last decade a
proliferation of sport literature courses across the continent is
evidence of the sophisticated and evolving body of work developing in
this area writing the body in motion offers introductory essays on the
most commonly taught canadian sport literature texts the contributions
sketch the state of current scholarship highlight recurring themes and
patterns and offer close readings of key works organized chronologically
by source text ranging from shoeless joe 1982 to indian horse 2012 the
essays offer a variety of ways to read consider teach and write about
sport literature the most exhaustive and up to date reference book on
canadian film and filmmakers combining 700 reviews and biographical
listings with a detailed chronology of major events in canadian film and
television history speaking in the past tense participates in an
expanding critical dialogue on the writing of historical fiction
providing a series of reflections on the process from the perspective of
those souls intrepid enough to step onto what is practically by
definition contested territory herb wyile from the introduction the
extermination of the beothuk the exploration of the arctic the
experiences of soldiers in the trenches during world war i the foibles of
canada s longest serving prime minister the ojibway sniper who is
credited with 378 wartime kills these are just some of the people and
events discussed in these candid and wide ranging interviews with eleven
authors whose novels are based on events in canadian history these
sometimes startling conversations take the reader behind the scenes of
the novels and into the minds of their authors through them we explore
the writers motives for writing the challenges they faced in gathering
information and presenting it in fictional form the sometimes hostile
reaction they faced after publication and perhaps most interestingly the
stories that didn t make it into their novels speaking in the past tense
provides fascinating insights into the construction of national
historical narratives and myths both those familiar to us and those that
are still being written who s who of canadian women is a guide to the
most powerfuland innovative women in canada celebrating the talents and
achievement of over 3 700 women who s who of canadian women includes
women from all over canada in all fields including agriculture academia
law business politics journalism religion sports and entertainment each
biography includes such information as personal data education career
history current employment affiliations interests and honours a special
comment section reveals personal thoughts goals and achievements of the
profiled individual entries are indexed by employment of affilitation for
easy reference published every two years who s who of canadian women
selects its biographees on merit alone this collection is an essential
resource for all those interested in the achievements of canadian women
the encyclopedia of the gothic well written and interesting it is a
testament to the breadth and depth of knowledge about its central subject
among the more than 130 contributing writers and also among the three
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editors each of whom is a significant figure in the field of gothic
studies a reference work that s firmly rooted in and actively devoted to
expressing the current state of academic scholarship about its area new
york journal of books a substantial achievement reference reviews
comprehensive and wide ranging the encyclopedia of the gothic brings
together over 200 newly commissioned essays by leading scholars writing
on all aspects of the gothic as it is currently taught and researched
along with challenging insights into the development of the genre and its
impact on contemporary culture the a z entries provide comprehensive
coverage of relevant authors national traditions critical developments
and notable texts that continue to define shape and inform the genre the
volume s approach is truly interdisciplinary with essays by specialist
international contributors whose expertise extends beyond gothic
literature to film music drama art and architecture from angels and
american gothic to wilde and witchcraft the encyclopedia of the gothic is
the definitive reference guide to all aspects of this strange and
wondrous genre the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of literature is a
comprehensive scholarly authoritative and critical overview of literature
and theory comprising individual titles covering key literary genres
periods and sub disciplines available both in print and online this
groundbreaking resource provides students teachers and researchers with
cutting edge scholarship in literature and literary studies almost every
canadian can hum the original hockey night in canada theme even those who
don t think of themselves as hockey fans for more than a century
canadians have seen something of themselves in the sport of hockey canada
s game explores the critical aspects of this relationship contributors
address a broad range of themes in hockey past and present including
spectacle and spectatorship the multiple meanings of hockey in canadian
fiction and the shaping influences of violence anti americanism and
regional rivalry from the gardens to the forum from the 1936 olympics to
the 1972 summit series from the imagined depictions in canadian fiction
to the fan s eye view canada s game looks at hockey s ability to reflect
canadian identity contributors include julian ammirante laurentian
university at georgian jason blake university of ljubljana slovenia
robert dennis queen s university jamie dopp university of victoria
russell field university of manitoba greg gillespie brock university
richard harrison mount royal college craig hyatt brock university brian
kennedy pasadena city college karen e h skinazi university of alberta and
julie stevens brock university from the book the giller prize winning
author david adams richards tells a humorous anecdote from his days as a
writer in residence at the university of new brunswick fredericton it was
in 1984 on the day after team canada had defeated the hated soviet
national team 3 to 2 in overtime and a committed hockey fan he was dying
to chat with someone anyone about the great victory the night before the
first person he encountered was a young english professor a good but
perhaps pretentious scholar who had once been overheard saying that she
could not see how anyone could live without reading henry james despite
her erudition like richards she was from small town new brunswick and
because of this he thought she must be a hockey fan did you see the game
last night no she replied we don t have a television don t approve of it
but continued on saying that her husband had been eager to find out the
result that morning on the radio he s heartbroken she said we were going
for the russians richards face displayed his bewilderment at her
treasonous statement well we both hate gretzky you see her accent now
turned slightly british he s just such a canadian she smiled he paused
uncomfortably and then asked her you hate greatness or just canadian
greatness this book contains essays in honour of melvin j lerner a
pioneer in the psychological study of justice the contributors to this
volume are internationally renowned scholars from psychology business and
law they examine the role of justice motivation in a wide variety of
contexts including workplace violence affirmative action programs helping
or harming innocent victims and how people react to their own fate
contributors explore fundamental issues such as whether people s interest
in justice is motivated by self interest or a genuine concern for the
welfare of others when and why people feel a need to punish transgressors
how a concern for justice emerges during the development of societies and
individuals and the relation of justice motivation to moral motivation
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how an understanding of justice motivation can contribute to the
amelioration of major social problems is also examined hockey occupies a
prominent place in the canadian cultural lexicon as evidenced by the
wealth of hockey centred stories and novels published within canada in
this exciting new work jason blake takes readers on a thematic journey
through canadian hockey literature examining five common themes
nationhood the hockey dream violence national identity and family as they
appear in hockey fiction blake examines the work of such authors as
mordecai richler david adams richards paul quarrington and richard b
wright arguing that a study of contemporary hockey fiction exposes a
troubled relationship with the national sport rather than the storybook
happy ending common in sports literature of previous generations blake
finds that today s fiction portrays hockey as an often glorified sport
that in fact leads to broken lives and ironic outlooks the first book to
focus exclusively on hockey in print canadian hockey literature is an
accessible work that challenges popular perceptions of a much beloved
national pastime documents the history and development of post colonial
literatures in english together with english and american literature and
includes original research relating to the literatures of some 50
countries and territories in more than 1 600 entries written by more than
600 internationally recognized scholars it explores the effect of the
colonial and post colonial experience on literatures in english worldwide
the encylopedia of the gothic features a series of newly commissioned
essays from experts in gothic studies that cover all aspects of the
gothic as it is currently taught and researched along with the
development of the genre and its impact on contemporary culture comprises
over 200 newly commissioned entries written by a stellar cast of over 130
experts in the field arranged in a z format across two fully cross
referenced volumes represents the definitive reference guide to all
aspects of the gothic provides comprehensive coverage of relevant authors
national traditions critical developments and notable texts that define
shape and inform the genre extends beyond a purely literary analysis to
explore gothic elements of film music drama art and architecture explores
the development of the genre and its impact on contemporary culture the
encyclopedia of television second edtion is the first major reference
work to provide description history analysis and information on more than
1100 subjects related to television in its international context for a
full list of entries contributors and more visit the encyclo pedia of
television 2nd edition website scott c ryan investigates divine conflict
motifs in select jewish literature and places the findings in dialogue
with paul s letter to the romans paul emerges as a writer who
participates in jewish divine conflict traditions even as he modifies the
motifs in light of the christ event new offers an unconventionally
structured overview of canadian literature from native american
mythologies to contemporary texts publishers weekly a history of canadian
literature looks at the work of writers and the social and cultural
contexts that helped shape their preoccupations and direct their choice
of literary form w h new explains how from early records of oral tales to
the writing strategies of the early twenty first century writer reader
literature and society are interrelated new discusses both aboriginal and
european mythologies looking at pre contact narratives and also at the
way contact experience altered hierarchies of literary value he then
considers representations of the real whether in documentary fantasy or
satire historical romance and the social construction of nature and state
and ironic subversions of power the politics of cultural form and the
relevance of the media to a representation of community standard and
individual voice new suggests some ways in which writers of the later
twentieth century codified such issues as history gender ethnicity and
literary technique itself in this second edition he adds a lengthy
chapter that considers how writers at the turn of the twenty first
century have reimagined their society and their roles within it and an
expanded chronology and bibliography some of these writers have spoken
from and about various social margins dealing with issues of race status
ethnicity and sexuality some have sought emotional understanding through
strategies of history and memory some have addressed environmental
concerns and some have reconstructed the world by writing across genres
and across different media all genres are represented with examples
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chosen primarily but not exclusively from anglophone and francophone
texts a chronology plates and a series of tables supplement the
commentary patrick john ryan was a roman catholic priest bishop and
archbishop in america in very turbulent and challenging times he
experienced the mass influx of european immigrants anti foreigner and
anti catholic prejudice the american civil war and efforts to serve the
needs of the african americans and native americans ireland prepared him
for the life he chose to lead he encountered religious discrimination and
the penal law mentality and he witnessed the great famine influenced by
the accomplishments of daniel o connell he began to develop his skills as
an orator for which he was to gain a world wide reputation every 3rd
issue is a quarterly cumulation christology and pneumatology have long
been major preoccupations for theologians and rightly so but the work of
god the father has been surprisingly neglected through a biblical and
exegetical study of the father s person and work paterology this book
argues that among the persons of the trinity the father is the initiator
of all divine activity furthermore it is in the context of a loving
eternal relationship with the son and spirit that the father has planned
and purposed all things creating through the son and by the spirit
promising and accomplishing redemption through the sending of the son and
the spirit and perfecting salvation by bringing about a new heavens and
new earth through his son and spirit the only proper response is a
trinitarian shaped life of worship that worships our triune god like any
allstar team the book has an impressive line up of crusty veterans unsung
heroes and hot rookies monday magazine how exactly could god achieve
infallible foreknowledge of every future event including the free actions
of human persons how could god exercise careful providence over these
same events byerly offers a novel response to these important questions
by contending that god exercises providence and achieves foreknowledge by
ordering the times the first part of the book defends the importance of
the above questions after characterizing the contemporary freedom
foreknowledge debate byerly argues that it has focused too narrowly on a
certain argument for theological fatalism which attempts to show that the
existence of infallible divine foreknowledge poses a unique threat to the
existence of creaturely libertarian freedom byerly contends however that
bare existence of infallible divine foreknowledge cannot threaten freedom
in this way at most the mechanics whereby this foreknowledge is achieved
might so threaten human freedom in the second part of the book byerly
develops a model for understanding the mechanics whereby infallible
foreknowledge is achieved that would not threaten creaturely libertarian
freedom according to the model god infallibly foreknows every future
event because god has placed the times that constitute the history of the
world in primitive earlier than relations to one another after defending
the consistency of this model of the mechanics of divine foreknowledge
with creaturely libertarian freedom the author applies it to divine
providence more generally a novel defense of concurrentism is the result
divine madness archetypes of romantic love examines the transforming
experience of romantic love in literature myth religion and everyday life
a series of psychological meditations on the nature of romantic love and
human relationship divine madness takes the perspective that human love
is a species of divine love and that our experience of romantic love both
conceals and reveals the ultimate lover and beloved john haule draws on
depth psychology the mystical traditions of the world and literature from
virgil to milan kundera to lead the reader inside the mind and heart of
the lover each chapter explores a characteristic aspect of relationship
such as seduction and love play the rapture of union the agony of
separation madness woundedness and transcendence focusing on the soulful
and spiritual meaning of these experiences divine madness sheds light on
our elations obsessions and broken hearts but it also reconnects us with
the wisdom of time immemorial as a practicing jungian analyst and former
professor of religious studies john haule masterfully guides his readers
through the labyrinth of everyday experience and the often hidden layers
of archetypal realities sketching a philosophy of romantic love through
the stories of the world s literature and mythology contains over two
thousand entries arranged alphabetically within four volumes that provide
information about significant films actors and actresses directors and
writers and production artists in north american british and west
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european cinematic history includes photographs and indexes this volume
argues that the notion of affections discussed by jonathan edwards and
christian theologians before him means something very different from what
contemporary english speakers now call emotions and that edwards s
notions of affections came almost entirely from traditional christian
theology in general and the reformed tradition in particular ryan j
martin demonstrates that christian theologians for centuries emphasized
affection for god associated affections with the will and distinguished
affections from passions generally explaining affections and passions to
be inclinations and aversions of the soul this was edwards s own view and
he held it throughout his entire ministry martin further argues that
edwards s view came not as a result of his reading of john locke or the
pressures of the great awakening as many edwardsean scholars argue but
from his own biblical interpretation and theological education by
analysing patristic medieval and post medieval thought and the journey of
edwards s psychology martin shows how on their own terms pre modern
christians historically defined and described human psychology the 1960s
were one of the most tumultuous periods in american history perceptions
of race gender and age changed dramatically ripping away beliefs that had
endured for generations newspapers the primary source of information at
the time broadcasted all of these events from important national news
such as president nixon s efforts to end the vietnam war to more light
hearted affairs such as a topless dancer s pursuit of the stanford
university student government presidency included in this book are
examinations of newspaper articles from 1959 to 1973 to which the author
provides background and often an epilogue showing what happened to some
of the dramatic players the subjects of sex drugs rock and roll marriage
politics entertainment and more are discussed in both a serious and
humorous vein with the perspective of more than 50 years for those who
lived through the 1960s this book will bring back memories for those too
young to remember the era this is an opportunity to learn more about why
parents are the way they are a holden caufield with acne vulgaris andy is
born in north carolina too late to be a hippy and too early to be a
programmer just in time to live through the carter administration and the
era of lowered expectations spurned by his peers who call him pizza face
andy embarks on a wild campaign for truth and beauty chasing idols from
north carolina to washington d c which is more important whether a story
is true or the lesson behind it following her mother s death aida s
struggles with identity and addiction come to a head a mysterious priest
s own problems put him in the right place at the right time and his
turbulent past makes him the perfect guide for aida s fresh start the two
develop a bond based on loss and addiction and are faced with the
ultimate test of faith when the young woman claims she is pregnant with
the second coming of christ indulge your love of canadian films with a
century of canadian cinema each entertaining review contains the film s
director writer actors plot length and year of production the guide
contains films from the industry s earliest beginnings in canada right up
to the latest releases from 1920s silent films to david cronenberg and
denys arcand and it offers insight from a long time industry observer
into how and why these films have made an impact on the canadian film
industry and canadian society from plaid jacket and toque wearing films
shot in the arctic to co productions filmed in tropical climes and from
films shot in six weeks on a shoestring to ten year ordeals that nearly
meant the end of everyone involved our directors and actors have done it
all using the guide s convenient cross indexing follow the first big
breaks the roller coaster rides and the latest endeavours of your
favourite canadian talent through his distinguished career gerald pratley
has made an extraordinary impact on canadian cinema in 1948 he became cbc
s first film critic and commentator broadcasting every week until 1976
industry ever since numerous honours have been awarded to pratley in
appreciation of his years of commitment among them are the queen s
jubilee medal the order of canada an honourary doctor of letters and a
special genie award for his exceptional support and encouragement of
achievement and excellence in canadian cinema fantasirollespil
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wayne johnston is canada s roddy doyle anne marie mcdonald author of fall
down on your knees young draper doyle ryan lives in a most peculiar
household his relations proudly eccentric and passionately catholic run a
rather shabby newspaper a funeral home a convent and an orphanage when
they re not attending wakes or going to confession they re watching
hockey night in canada cheering for their beloved and catholic montreal
canadiens in their never ending jousts with the protestant toronto maple
leafs a bewildered draper doyle tries to make sense of all this but he s
plagued by the first stirrings of his own budding sexuality then there
are the sudden ghostly appearances of his recently deceased father what
is the secret behind that death he wonders and will the habs beat the
leafs and win the stanley cup canadian reviews an authentic comic genius
montreal gazette an absolute stunner achingly funny needle sharp and
packing an unexpected wallop the literary equivalent of a small budget
movie masterpiece with heart soul and brains time out

Writing the Body in Motion

2018-05-01

sport literature is never just about sport the genre s potential to
explore the human condition including aspects of violence gender and the
body has sparked the interest of writers readers and scholars over the
last decade a proliferation of sport literature courses across the
continent is evidence of the sophisticated and evolving body of work
developing in this area writing the body in motion offers introductory
essays on the most commonly taught canadian sport literature texts the
contributions sketch the state of current scholarship highlight recurring
themes and patterns and offer close readings of key works organized
chronologically by source text ranging from shoeless joe 1982 to indian
horse 2012 the essays offer a variety of ways to read consider teach and
write about sport literature

Take One's Essential Guide to Canadian Film

2001-01-01

the most exhaustive and up to date reference book on canadian film and
filmmakers combining 700 reviews and biographical listings with a
detailed chronology of major events in canadian film and television
history

Speaking in the Past Tense

2009-10-22

speaking in the past tense participates in an expanding critical dialogue
on the writing of historical fiction providing a series of reflections on
the process from the perspective of those souls intrepid enough to step
onto what is practically by definition contested territory herb wyile
from the introduction the extermination of the beothuk the exploration of
the arctic the experiences of soldiers in the trenches during world war i
the foibles of canada s longest serving prime minister the ojibway sniper
who is credited with 378 wartime kills these are just some of the people
and events discussed in these candid and wide ranging interviews with
eleven authors whose novels are based on events in canadian history these
sometimes startling conversations take the reader behind the scenes of
the novels and into the minds of their authors through them we explore
the writers motives for writing the challenges they faced in gathering
information and presenting it in fictional form the sometimes hostile
reaction they faced after publication and perhaps most interestingly the
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stories that didn t make it into their novels speaking in the past tense
provides fascinating insights into the construction of national
historical narratives and myths both those familiar to us and those that
are still being written

Who's Who of Canadian Women, 1999-2000

1999-06-01

who s who of canadian women is a guide to the most powerfuland innovative
women in canada celebrating the talents and achievement of over 3 700
women who s who of canadian women includes women from all over canada in
all fields including agriculture academia law business politics
journalism religion sports and entertainment each biography includes such
information as personal data education career history current employment
affiliations interests and honours a special comment section reveals
personal thoughts goals and achievements of the profiled individual
entries are indexed by employment of affilitation for easy reference
published every two years who s who of canadian women selects its
biographees on merit alone this collection is an essential resource for
all those interested in the achievements of canadian women

The Encyclopedia of the Gothic, 2 Volume Set

2015-12-21

the encyclopedia of the gothic well written and interesting it is a
testament to the breadth and depth of knowledge about its central subject
among the more than 130 contributing writers and also among the three
editors each of whom is a significant figure in the field of gothic
studies a reference work that s firmly rooted in and actively devoted to
expressing the current state of academic scholarship about its area new
york journal of books a substantial achievement reference reviews
comprehensive and wide ranging the encyclopedia of the gothic brings
together over 200 newly commissioned essays by leading scholars writing
on all aspects of the gothic as it is currently taught and researched
along with challenging insights into the development of the genre and its
impact on contemporary culture the a z entries provide comprehensive
coverage of relevant authors national traditions critical developments
and notable texts that continue to define shape and inform the genre the
volume s approach is truly interdisciplinary with essays by specialist
international contributors whose expertise extends beyond gothic
literature to film music drama art and architecture from angels and
american gothic to wilde and witchcraft the encyclopedia of the gothic is
the definitive reference guide to all aspects of this strange and
wondrous genre the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of literature is a
comprehensive scholarly authoritative and critical overview of literature
and theory comprising individual titles covering key literary genres
periods and sub disciplines available both in print and online this
groundbreaking resource provides students teachers and researchers with
cutting edge scholarship in literature and literary studies

Canada's Game

2009

almost every canadian can hum the original hockey night in canada theme
even those who don t think of themselves as hockey fans for more than a
century canadians have seen something of themselves in the sport of
hockey canada s game explores the critical aspects of this relationship
contributors address a broad range of themes in hockey past and present
including spectacle and spectatorship the multiple meanings of hockey in
canadian fiction and the shaping influences of violence anti americanism
and regional rivalry from the gardens to the forum from the 1936 olympics
to the 1972 summit series from the imagined depictions in canadian
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fiction to the fan s eye view canada s game looks at hockey s ability to
reflect canadian identity contributors include julian ammirante
laurentian university at georgian jason blake university of ljubljana
slovenia robert dennis queen s university jamie dopp university of
victoria russell field university of manitoba greg gillespie brock
university richard harrison mount royal college craig hyatt brock
university brian kennedy pasadena city college karen e h skinazi
university of alberta and julie stevens brock university from the book
the giller prize winning author david adams richards tells a humorous
anecdote from his days as a writer in residence at the university of new
brunswick fredericton it was in 1984 on the day after team canada had
defeated the hated soviet national team 3 to 2 in overtime and a
committed hockey fan he was dying to chat with someone anyone about the
great victory the night before the first person he encountered was a
young english professor a good but perhaps pretentious scholar who had
once been overheard saying that she could not see how anyone could live
without reading henry james despite her erudition like richards she was
from small town new brunswick and because of this he thought she must be
a hockey fan did you see the game last night no she replied we don t have
a television don t approve of it but continued on saying that her husband
had been eager to find out the result that morning on the radio he s
heartbroken she said we were going for the russians richards face
displayed his bewilderment at her treasonous statement well we both hate
gretzky you see her accent now turned slightly british he s just such a
canadian she smiled he paused uncomfortably and then asked her you hate
greatness or just canadian greatness

The Justice Motive in Everyday Life

2002-02-11

this book contains essays in honour of melvin j lerner a pioneer in the
psychological study of justice the contributors to this volume are
internationally renowned scholars from psychology business and law they
examine the role of justice motivation in a wide variety of contexts
including workplace violence affirmative action programs helping or
harming innocent victims and how people react to their own fate
contributors explore fundamental issues such as whether people s interest
in justice is motivated by self interest or a genuine concern for the
welfare of others when and why people feel a need to punish transgressors
how a concern for justice emerges during the development of societies and
individuals and the relation of justice motivation to moral motivation
how an understanding of justice motivation can contribute to the
amelioration of major social problems is also examined

Canadian Hockey Literature

2010-01-01

hockey occupies a prominent place in the canadian cultural lexicon as
evidenced by the wealth of hockey centred stories and novels published
within canada in this exciting new work jason blake takes readers on a
thematic journey through canadian hockey literature examining five common
themes nationhood the hockey dream violence national identity and family
as they appear in hockey fiction blake examines the work of such authors
as mordecai richler david adams richards paul quarrington and richard b
wright arguing that a study of contemporary hockey fiction exposes a
troubled relationship with the national sport rather than the storybook
happy ending common in sports literature of previous generations blake
finds that today s fiction portrays hockey as an often glorified sport
that in fact leads to broken lives and ironic outlooks the first book to
focus exclusively on hockey in print canadian hockey literature is an
accessible work that challenges popular perceptions of a much beloved
national pastime
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Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literatures in
English

2004-11-30

documents the history and development of post colonial literatures in
english together with english and american literature and includes
original research relating to the literatures of some 50 countries and
territories in more than 1 600 entries written by more than 600
internationally recognized scholars it explores the effect of the
colonial and post colonial experience on literatures in english worldwide

The Encyclopedia of the Gothic

2015-10-06

the encylopedia of the gothic features a series of newly commissioned
essays from experts in gothic studies that cover all aspects of the
gothic as it is currently taught and researched along with the
development of the genre and its impact on contemporary culture comprises
over 200 newly commissioned entries written by a stellar cast of over 130
experts in the field arranged in a z format across two fully cross
referenced volumes represents the definitive reference guide to all
aspects of the gothic provides comprehensive coverage of relevant authors
national traditions critical developments and notable texts that define
shape and inform the genre extends beyond a purely literary analysis to
explore gothic elements of film music drama art and architecture explores
the development of the genre and its impact on contemporary culture

Encyclopedia of Television

2014-02-03

the encyclopedia of television second edtion is the first major reference
work to provide description history analysis and information on more than
1100 subjects related to television in its international context for a
full list of entries contributors and more visit the encyclo pedia of
television 2nd edition website

Divine Conflict and the Divine Warrior

2020-03-17

scott c ryan investigates divine conflict motifs in select jewish
literature and places the findings in dialogue with paul s letter to the
romans paul emerges as a writer who participates in jewish divine
conflict traditions even as he modifies the motifs in light of the christ
event

A History of Canadian Literature

2003

new offers an unconventionally structured overview of canadian literature
from native american mythologies to contemporary texts publishers weekly
a history of canadian literature looks at the work of writers and the
social and cultural contexts that helped shape their preoccupations and
direct their choice of literary form w h new explains how from early
records of oral tales to the writing strategies of the early twenty first
century writer reader literature and society are interrelated new
discusses both aboriginal and european mythologies looking at pre contact
narratives and also at the way contact experience altered hierarchies of
literary value he then considers representations of the real whether in
documentary fantasy or satire historical romance and the social
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construction of nature and state and ironic subversions of power the
politics of cultural form and the relevance of the media to a
representation of community standard and individual voice new suggests
some ways in which writers of the later twentieth century codified such
issues as history gender ethnicity and literary technique itself in this
second edition he adds a lengthy chapter that considers how writers at
the turn of the twenty first century have reimagined their society and
their roles within it and an expanded chronology and bibliography some of
these writers have spoken from and about various social margins dealing
with issues of race status ethnicity and sexuality some have sought
emotional understanding through strategies of history and memory some
have addressed environmental concerns and some have reconstructed the
world by writing across genres and across different media all genres are
represented with examples chosen primarily but not exclusively from
anglophone and francophone texts a chronology plates and a series of
tables supplement the commentary

Archbishop Patrick John Ryan His Life and Times

2010

patrick john ryan was a roman catholic priest bishop and archbishop in
america in very turbulent and challenging times he experienced the mass
influx of european immigrants anti foreigner and anti catholic prejudice
the american civil war and efforts to serve the needs of the african
americans and native americans ireland prepared him for the life he chose
to lead he encountered religious discrimination and the penal law
mentality and he witnessed the great famine influenced by the
accomplishments of daniel o connell he began to develop his skills as an
orator for which he was to gain a world wide reputation

Book Review Index

2006

every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation

That God May Be All in All

2018-03-02

christology and pneumatology have long been major preoccupations for
theologians and rightly so but the work of god the father has been
surprisingly neglected through a biblical and exegetical study of the
father s person and work paterology this book argues that among the
persons of the trinity the father is the initiator of all divine activity
furthermore it is in the context of a loving eternal relationship with
the son and spirit that the father has planned and purposed all things
creating through the son and by the spirit promising and accomplishing
redemption through the sending of the son and the spirit and perfecting
salvation by bringing about a new heavens and new earth through his son
and spirit the only proper response is a trinitarian shaped life of
worship that worships our triune god

Our Game

1997

like any allstar team the book has an impressive line up of crusty
veterans unsung heroes and hot rookies monday magazine

The Mechanics of Divine Foreknowledge and
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Providence

2014-08-28

how exactly could god achieve infallible foreknowledge of every future
event including the free actions of human persons how could god exercise
careful providence over these same events byerly offers a novel response
to these important questions by contending that god exercises providence
and achieves foreknowledge by ordering the times the first part of the
book defends the importance of the above questions after characterizing
the contemporary freedom foreknowledge debate byerly argues that it has
focused too narrowly on a certain argument for theological fatalism which
attempts to show that the existence of infallible divine foreknowledge
poses a unique threat to the existence of creaturely libertarian freedom
byerly contends however that bare existence of infallible divine
foreknowledge cannot threaten freedom in this way at most the mechanics
whereby this foreknowledge is achieved might so threaten human freedom in
the second part of the book byerly develops a model for understanding the
mechanics whereby infallible foreknowledge is achieved that would not
threaten creaturely libertarian freedom according to the model god
infallibly foreknows every future event because god has placed the times
that constitute the history of the world in primitive earlier than
relations to one another after defending the consistency of this model of
the mechanics of divine foreknowledge with creaturely libertarian freedom
the author applies it to divine providence more generally a novel defense
of concurrentism is the result

Druyun II

2022-03-02

divine madness archetypes of romantic love examines the transforming
experience of romantic love in literature myth religion and everyday life
a series of psychological meditations on the nature of romantic love and
human relationship divine madness takes the perspective that human love
is a species of divine love and that our experience of romantic love both
conceals and reveals the ultimate lover and beloved john haule draws on
depth psychology the mystical traditions of the world and literature from
virgil to milan kundera to lead the reader inside the mind and heart of
the lover each chapter explores a characteristic aspect of relationship
such as seduction and love play the rapture of union the agony of
separation madness woundedness and transcendence focusing on the soulful
and spiritual meaning of these experiences divine madness sheds light on
our elations obsessions and broken hearts but it also reconnects us with
the wisdom of time immemorial as a practicing jungian analyst and former
professor of religious studies john haule masterfully guides his readers
through the labyrinth of everyday experience and the often hidden layers
of archetypal realities sketching a philosophy of romantic love through
the stories of the world s literature and mythology

Quill & Quire

1999

contains over two thousand entries arranged alphabetically within four
volumes that provide information about significant films actors and
actresses directors and writers and production artists in north american
british and west european cinematic history includes photographs and
indexes

International Television & Video Almanac

2003

this volume argues that the notion of affections discussed by jonathan
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edwards and christian theologians before him means something very
different from what contemporary english speakers now call emotions and
that edwards s notions of affections came almost entirely from
traditional christian theology in general and the reformed tradition in
particular ryan j martin demonstrates that christian theologians for
centuries emphasized affection for god associated affections with the
will and distinguished affections from passions generally explaining
affections and passions to be inclinations and aversions of the soul this
was edwards s own view and he held it throughout his entire ministry
martin further argues that edwards s view came not as a result of his
reading of john locke or the pressures of the great awakening as many
edwardsean scholars argue but from his own biblical interpretation and
theological education by analysing patristic medieval and post medieval
thought and the journey of edwards s psychology martin shows how on their
own terms pre modern christians historically defined and described human
psychology

Divine Madness

2010-03

the 1960s were one of the most tumultuous periods in american history
perceptions of race gender and age changed dramatically ripping away
beliefs that had endured for generations newspapers the primary source of
information at the time broadcasted all of these events from important
national news such as president nixon s efforts to end the vietnam war to
more light hearted affairs such as a topless dancer s pursuit of the
stanford university student government presidency included in this book
are examinations of newspaper articles from 1959 to 1973 to which the
author provides background and often an epilogue showing what happened to
some of the dramatic players the subjects of sex drugs rock and roll
marriage politics entertainment and more are discussed in both a serious
and humorous vein with the perspective of more than 50 years for those
who lived through the 1960s this book will bring back memories for those
too young to remember the era this is an opportunity to learn more about
why parents are the way they are

International Dictionary of Films and
Filmmakers: Actors and actresses

2000

a holden caufield with acne vulgaris andy is born in north carolina too
late to be a hippy and too early to be a programmer just in time to live
through the carter administration and the era of lowered expectations
spurned by his peers who call him pizza face andy embarks on a wild
campaign for truth and beauty chasing idols from north carolina to
washington d c

The Publishers Weekly

1999

which is more important whether a story is true or the lesson behind it
following her mother s death aida s struggles with identity and addiction
come to a head a mysterious priest s own problems put him in the right
place at the right time and his turbulent past makes him the perfect
guide for aida s fresh start the two develop a bond based on loss and
addiction and are faced with the ultimate test of faith when the young
woman claims she is pregnant with the second coming of christ

Understanding Affections in the Theology of
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Jonathan Edwards

2018-11-15

indulge your love of canadian films with a century of canadian cinema
each entertaining review contains the film s director writer actors plot
length and year of production the guide contains films from the industry
s earliest beginnings in canada right up to the latest releases from
1920s silent films to david cronenberg and denys arcand and it offers
insight from a long time industry observer into how and why these films
have made an impact on the canadian film industry and canadian society
from plaid jacket and toque wearing films shot in the arctic to co
productions filmed in tropical climes and from films shot in six weeks on
a shoestring to ten year ordeals that nearly meant the end of everyone
involved our directors and actors have done it all using the guide s
convenient cross indexing follow the first big breaks the roller coaster
rides and the latest endeavours of your favourite canadian talent through
his distinguished career gerald pratley has made an extraordinary impact
on canadian cinema in 1948 he became cbc s first film critic and
commentator broadcasting every week until 1976 industry ever since
numerous honours have been awarded to pratley in appreciation of his
years of commitment among them are the queen s jubilee medal the order of
canada an honourary doctor of letters and a special genie award for his
exceptional support and encouragement of achievement and excellence in
canadian cinema

Arts & Humanities Citation Index

2000

fantasirollespil

The Sixties in the News

2020-11-10

Pizza Face, Or, The Hero of Suburbia

1992

Current Contents. Arts & Humanities

2009-07-01

The New York Times Index

1999

Divine Intervention

1999

Braille Book Review

2018-11-16
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Lettres canadiennes

2000

The Economic Thought of Monsignor John A. Ryan

1953

A Century of Canadian Cinema

2003

The Divine

2005-08-01

The Catholic Reading Circle Review

1895

Current Contents

1999
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